Our GenerationFX 355-C20R STC Kit for Eurocopter AS355F1 or F2 includes...

- GenerationFX C20R Engine Installation Kit comprising:
  - GenerationFX Engine Inlets and Scroll Balance Kit
  - GenerationFX C20R Engine Wiring Harness Kit
  - GenerationFX Engine Control and Trim Cable Kit
  - AS355N Engine Oil System Lines and Bypass Valve Kit
  - AS355N Engine Mount Kit
  - Miscellaneous hardware, fittings, seals and lines
- GenerationFX Tailboom Strake Kit
- GenerationFX C20R Structure Reinforcement Kit
- Miscellaneous hardware, doublers, plates and covers
- Complete Installation Instructions and Drawing Package
- Transport Canada and FAA STC Approvals
- AS355F1 with C20R Kit Supplement including;
  - AS355F1 Instructions for Continued Airworthiness
  - AS355F1 Flight Manual Supplement
- AS355F2 with C20R Kit Supplement including;
  - AS355F2 Instructions for Continued Airworthiness
  - AS355F2 Flight Manual Supplement

Additional items and options to be procured separately as required...

- Rolls-Royce 250-C20R Powerplants – Heli-Lynx
- GenerationFX Airframe Anti-Ice / Debris Fuel Filter
- GenerationFX Engine Scavenge Oil Filter
- Eurocopter AS355 Auto Relight System
- Eurocopter AS355N Enlarged Cord Tail Rotor
- Eurocopter AS355N Tail Rotor Accumulator w / SM Provisions

This complete and maintainable GenerationFX product is available exclusively through Dart Helicopter Services...